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iOS Accessibility Setup

Accessibility  
Setup
Below are instructions on how to
set up and use various accessibility
features on iOS.
User Guide Link
Lots of further information about accessibility features
on iOS devices can be found in the online iPhone and
iPad user guides on Apple’s support sites:
iPhone

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e4367/ios

iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a2465f9/ipados

Note
These instructions and screenshots are taken from the latest
version of iOS (15.4). The exact details of how to set up and use
these features may be different if you are using an older device. 


The iPhone and iPad User Guides are available for earlier  
versions - to view these, choose the required version in the
‘Select version’ drop-down list at the top of the user guide page.
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VoiceOver
Overview
VoiceOver - iOS’s screen reader technology - is one of the
main accessibility features built into iOS. VoiceOver enables
users with visual accessibility requirements to control their
computer using a rich set of gestures or other assistive
technologies like switch controllers.



As the user moves between labels and controls on the screen,
VoiceOver reads the contents of each item. VoiceOver can
also read out additional information that might otherwise be
conveyed using visual cues. This includes things like the
selection status of switches and buttons.

User Guide Link
iPhone

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e415f/15.0/ios/15.0

iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a246898/15.0/ipados/15.0
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Switching  
VoiceOver On/Off

To turn VoiceOver on or off, go to  
→ Settings  
→ Accessibility

→ VoiceOver
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Various VoiceOver settings can

As an alternative, VoiceOver can usually

also be adjusted on the VoiceOver

be switched on or off by triple-clicking

screen, including the speaking rate.

the side button (or the home button if
your device has one). This can often
work as a useful shortcut to quickly
enable and disable VoiceOver.
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Basic
Gestures
VoiceOver works with a number of basic gestures to
navigate between items on screen and select them.
The most basic gestures are:

Single-tap

Double-tap

an item on the screen to select

the screen with one finger to

it and read out a description of

activate (or tap) the currently

the item.

selected item.

Swipe left

Swipe right

with one finger to move to the

with one finger to move to

previous item.

the next item.

Practice
Try navigating your way around the VoiceOver settings screen using
the basic gestures above. Notice what kind of information is read out
for different types of controls.


Notice how the app chooses the ‘next’ and ‘previous’ items when
you swipe left and right. Does this always make sense, or does the
selected item jump around unexpectedly on some apps?


Try doing some basic navigation between items in an another app
that you commonly use.
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Advanced
Gestures
In addition to the basic gestures listed above, VoiceOver
has a lot of more advanced gestures that can be used to
speed up navigation between items on the screen.  
For example:

Top-tap

Bottom-tap

Swipe up/down

Tap top of screen with

Tap bottom of the screen

Swipe up or down with  

four fingers to select the

with four fingers to select

three fingers to scroll up 

first item on screen.

the last item on the screen.

or down a whole page.

Swipe up

Swipe down

Swipe up with two fingers to

Swipe down with two fingers to

read the entire screen from

read the entire screen, starting from

the top.

the currently-selected element.

Practice
Try experimenting with various combinations of single, double
and triple tapping the screen, and swiping using one, two, three
and four fingers, to see what they do. Not all combinations will
work on all apps.

User Guide Link
iPhone https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e2281/15.0/ios/15.0
iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a246584/15.0/ipados/15.0
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Unlocking, Home Screen
and Switching Apps
When VoiceOver is on, you will need to use special
gestures to unlock the iPhone, go to the Home
Screen and switch between apps.

Unlock

Home screen

To unlock, press the Home button

To go to the Home Screen, press the

as usual if your device has one.

Home button as usual if your device
has one.

If your device uses Face ID, drag

If your device doesn’t have a home

up from the bottom edge with one

button, drag up from the bottom edge

finger until you feel one vibration

with one finger until you feel one

or hear two rising tones.

vibration or hear two rising tones.
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App Switcher
To open the App Switcher to switch

If your device doesn’t have a home

to another app, double-press the

button, drag up from the bottom edge

Home button as usual if your device

with one finger until you feel the second

has one.

vibration or hear three tones.

Once in the App Switcher, swipe left  
or right with one finger to switch apps,
then double-tap with one finger  
to switch to the selected app.

Practice
If your device doesn’t have a home button, try experimenting
with switching to the home screen and using the App Switcher
to switch between apps. Pay attention to the different number of
vibrations and tones you hear in each case.



User Guide Link
For more instructions on how to use VoiceOver to do other things
outside apps, see these pages in the user guides:


iPhone https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e2329/15.0/ios/15.0
iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a24752e/15.0/ipados/15.0
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Using the  
VoiceOver Rotor
The VoiceOver Rotor is a convenient, on-screen way to
change how VoiceOver works. You can use it to change
things like the VoiceOver speaking rate, or how VoiceOver
navigates between items.

To switch on the rotor, rotate two fingers  
on the screen (as if turning a dial). The rotor
interface will appear on the screen, floating
above the rest of the app’s interface,  
and VoiceOver will speak the rotor setting
('Speaking Rate' in the case shown):
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Continue to rotate two fingers on the screen to select other
rotor settings. Depending on the app, different rotor settings
might be available.



Swipe up or down with one finger to adjust the rotor setting.
This works differently depending on which rotor setting you
have selected. For example, swiping up or down with
‘Speaking Rate’ selected increases and decreases the
speaking rate. VoiceOver will read out the new speaking rate
each time you swipe up or down.

Practice
Try using the ‘Speaking Rate’ rotor setting to adjust VoiceOver’s  
speaking rate.


Try switching to the Words or Characters rotor settings, then swiping
up or down to see how the settings affect how VoiceOver reads out
the selected item.

User Guide Link
For more instructions on how to how to control VoiceOver
using the rotor, see these pages in the user guides:


iPhone https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e3a6d/15.0/ios/15.0
iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a246339/ipados
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Screen Curtain
Screen Curtain is an accessibility feature that allows
you to turn off the display for added privacy,  
or if you don’t need the display for device operation.

When Screen Curtain is on, your device and VoiceOver
navigation stay active, but the display is turned off.



To switch on Screen Curtain on an iPhone or iPad,
make sure VoiceOver is on, then quickly triple-tap  
the screen with three fingers. The screen will go blank,
but the phone (and VoiceOver will still be active).
Repeat the gesture to switch Screen Curtain off again.

Practice
Try switching on Screen Curtain and seeing if
you can use VoiceOver to navigate an app that
you already know well and use often.


Try doing the same with an app with which you
are less familiar.
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Dynamic Type
Overview
Dynamic Type lets you change the size of the text on your
device to make reading smaller text easier. It is one of the
most widely used accessibility-related features - a survey
by one iOS app developer identified that 27% of their users
were using a non-default text size.


Some apps don’t support Dynamic Type at all - changing
the text size has no effect on the app. Other apps support
the technology partially - for example, text might increase  
in size, but be truncated, or you might see other layout
problems. Some apps (in particular some of the built-in
Apple Apps) have excellent support - they let you scale up
to the largest sizes by adjusting the app’s layout to
accommodate much larger text.
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Configuring  
Text Size
To configure Dynamic Type, go to
→ Settings  
→ Accessibility

→ Display & Text Size  
→ Larger Text
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Use the slider at the bottom of
the screen to adjust the text size
between the 7 available settings.

Dynamic Type also provides a
number of much larger accessibility
text sizes. To enable these, tap on
the ‘Larger Accessibility Sizes’ to
expand the options available in the
slider at the bottom of the screen.
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Practice
Navigate to the Larger Text settings screen and
experiment with the default available options. See how
the text size on the Larger Text window changes
Now turn on the Larger Accessibility Sizes switch and
experiment with the additional larger sizes available
Try switching to other apps (both built-in Apple apps like
Calendar and Mail and third-party apps) to see how
they behave with larger text sizes. Think about the
following as you’re trying out the various apps
Does the text size change at all when larger text sizes
are selected
Does text increase in size, but can it still all be read  
(or does it get cut off, or obstruct other content)
Does the same apply when using some of the largest
accessibility sizes?
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Other Text  
Settings
There are several other settings available under
Settings → Accessibility → Display & Text Size that  
can be used to make the screen easier to see.   
For example: 



Bb Bold Text
Displays text in bold characters.

On/Off lables
uses ‘1’ and ‘0’ to show switches
that are turned on (’1') and off ('0').

Button Shapes

Underlines text that you can tap.

Reduce Transparency
Reduces the transparency and
blurring on some backgrounds.

Practice
Experiment with some of the other settings on the Display  
& Text Size settings screen to see what effect they have on a
variety of Apple and third-party apps. Do all apps work with all
these settings, or do some apps only support some settings?

User Guide Link
For more information on adjusting text size, and other text settings,
see the following pages in the user guides:
iPhone https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph3e2e1fb0/15.0/ios/15.0
iPad

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipad9a246013/15.0/ipados/15.0
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Motion 
Reduction
Overview
Motion Reduction is an accessibility feature that can be used to
reduce the movement of some screen elements, for users who
may have sensitivity to motion effects or screen movement.
These include things like:


The ‘parallax effect’ - for example, the way the home screen
background appears to move around behind the icons when the
phone is moved, to give a 3-dimensional effect.


Transitions between screens within apps that often slide in from
the right-hand side of the screen or up from the bottom.


The way autocompletion suggestions appear when typing using
the on-screen keyboard.
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Configuring Motion
Reduction Settings
To configure Motion Reduction settings,  
→ Settings 
→ Accessibility

→ Motion
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To enable motion reduction, switch on the
Reduce Motion setting. You can also further
reduce motion on screen transitions by enabling
the Prefer Cross-Fade Transitions setting.
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Practice
Make sure all the motion reduction settings are turned off, and that you
have a home screen wallpaper that isn’t blank. Watch your home screen
wallpaper carefully as you move and tilt your device. Can you see how the
background moves behind the icons? This is the ‘parallax’ effect.


Switch on the Reduce Motion accessibility setting and repeat the above
exercise - you should notice that the background no longer moves
relative to the icons.


Now switch on the Prefer Cross-Fade Transitions accessibility setting and
try using some common built-in Apple Apps (e.g. Mail, Calendar). Notice
how these apps now cross-fade when showing new screens, rather than
sliding screens in from one edge.


Try out various third-party apps to see if they behave the same with
Prefer Cross-Fade Transitions enabled. Do any apps still do custom
animations or transitions that have excessive motion?

User Guide Link

For more information on ways to customise your device for
motion sensitivities, see the following pages in the user guides:
iPhone

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/iphone/iph0b691d3ed/15.0/ios/15.0

iPad

iPad https://support.apple.com/en-gb/guide/ipad/ipadc509a80c/15.0/ipados/15.0
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Colour
Filters
Overview
Colour Filters can be used to differentiate colours
by users who may have difficulty distinguishing
between certain combinations of colours.

Practice
Using the Colour Filters settings, experiment  
with applying different colour filters and observe  
the effects on different apps.
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To enable colour filters, go to  

→ Display & Text Size 

→ Settings 

→ Colour Filters and turn on  

→ Accessibility

the Colour Filters switch
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There are various colour

Red/Green for Protanopi

filters available to fit various

Green/Red for Deuteranopi

needs, including:

Blue/Yellow for Tritanopia

